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Lesson 4 Radicals, Basic Operations and Simplifying.

dd and Subtract Radicals You can only add or combine two things if they are the same kind. .,j9 is the

same as 3, because the square root of 9 is 3. But, ..J3 is not a whole number; it is called a radical. You may add a radical to

a radical, or a number to a number, but you can't combine a number and a radical. Just as 2X + 5X = 7X, 3 + 8 = 11, and

2X + 5 = 2X + 5, so 4..J3 + ..J3 = 5..J3 and..J3 + 8 = J3 + 8. You can add 2 +..fj because you can change the square root

of 9 to a whole number (3), then 2 + 3 = 5.

Example 1

Example 2 6$-..J5=5..J5 Just as X is the same as 1X, so ..J5 is the same as 1$

Example3 11$+4$ =11$+4..Ji You can't add or combine them if they are not the same kind.

Practice Problems

4J3+5J3=

4) 6$ -..J5 =

2) 9..ff-3..J8= 3) 11.JX +8..jX =

5) ..J15+ 4.J1O = 6) 8~-2.J6=

Solutions

2) 9..ff- 3..J8 3)

5) ..J15+4.J1O 6)

ultiply and Divide Radicals When multiplying, multiply numbers times numbers and radicals times

adicals. The same holds true for division.

Example 4

Example 5

Example 6 This is true because ..Ji x 43= ..f21

Practice Problems

2) ~- .J5 -

4) ~-.Jf-

6)
8.J12
2-J6=

8)
9j2Q[
12../2



Solutions

3) (9Ji)( 4../2)=36$ =36x2 =72

7) (7.Jf1)(8,/f2)=56.J132
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2) ~=2..J6.J5

~ ~=2~=2X2=4.JT

6) 8
2
'ffI= 4..f2

8) 9..{2Off ?"".fIOO = ~x1 0 = ~
12../2 4 4 2

Simplifying Radicals We can separate a radical into factors. The key is to choose a factor that is a perfect

square, such as 4, 9, 16,25, etc. These are the only factors that may be transformed into whole numbers instead of

being left as radicals. In Example 7, there are other possible factors, but only ..;4 will become a whole number.

Example 7 ,/f2 =..J6.J2=,/f2

,/f2 =~ x.../3 = 2.../3<..>
Fa =..J3x$=Fs

Fa =~ x ,/2 = 3,/2
<:::

This hasn't been simplified.

This has been simplified.

This hasn't been simplified.

This has been simplified.

For further proof, estimate your answers by using your calculator. :::::means approximately equal.

3.46 :::::2.00x1.73 4.24 :::::3.00 x 1.414

3.46 :::::3.46 4.24:::::4.23

3) ,J2c5O =

7) 10.Jf25=

4) .J27=

8) 4J72 =

Example 8

Practice Problems

1) ,{24=

5) 2.jiO=

2) Fa =

6) 3.J28=

3) ..JfOO,/2= 10,f2

7) 10$ J5=50~

4) ..J9.,f3 = 3.,f3

8) 4J36..f2 = 24.J2

Solutions

1) ..;4$=2$

5) 2~Fo =6Fo

2) ..J25,/2 =5,/2

6) 3$..J7 = 6..J7

Radicals in the Denominator Up to this point, we've been dealing with normal radicals. But, there are radical

radicals that live in places they shouldn't, namely in the denominator. Only whole numbers are permitted in the

denominator. In the example 7/..f2, we need to multiply ,/2 by something to make it a whole number. The easiest factor to

choose is ,/2 itself. But we can't randomly multiply the denominator alone, because it would change the value of the

expression. If we multiply the numerator by the same factor, then we are multiplying by ,/2/..f2 which is 1. Now the radical is

in the numerator, which is acceptable, and the denominator is occupied by a whole number, which is also acceptable.
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Example 9 ~ x f= 7Jf =¥ Look this over carefully.

Example 10

~ You can do this one either way.

~=..fi
8

~x:1!= ±Jf=4x2$..J8 ..J8.fA 8

Practice Problems

5
1) ..Jf3=

7
2) ,fIT =

4
3) ..Jf2

6) ~-~-4) ~-.p- 5) ~-..j6-

Solutions

2) ~xdIi=?:1Ii
,fIT..JIT 11

5) ~x:i!=~=~..,fo"'% 6 3

3) _4_x:Ji= ~
..Jf2..J33

6) ~x£..-~~ ../2- 4

Simplifying Radicals, then finding the common denominator and adding them.

Example 12

3x3..f[+ 2x5$ ~+~= 9£ +10,{S
3x2 2 x3 6 6 6

Practice Problems

2 9
2) ,{S ..Jf=

Solutions
Reduced


